
“‘Kings Without Kingdoms’ – Pastor Steve Wohlberg,” was posted on YouTube by John Wycliffe on 
3/17/21.  This is in the good section because though Steve uses a fake bible, it’s not as fake as some and 
he was at least willing to say the New King James Version (NKJV) has some problems.  Many Seventh-
day Adventist ministers who are loathe to say the NKJV has any problems are willing to nit pick the 
“archaic language” and alleged “problems” with the King James Version (KJV).  Steve also had insight 
into Revelation prophecy that would be worthwhile listening to. 
 
Starting at 36:34 Steve indicates that his fake bible of choice is the King James Easy Read (KJVER) bible 
which he calls the “King James Easy Reader Bible.”  He says it’s “Textus Reptus” and claims it’s a “true 
King James.”  If it were a “true King James” it wouldn’t have to be called an “Easy Reader Bible.”  He 
says it’s sold by his ministry; maybe that’s why he promotes it.   
 
Steve also publishes books and tracts.  A year or two ago, I purchased 100 of his tracts and have 
distributed most of them.  In his tracts, Steve uses the NKJV which he knows has problems.  I doubt 
Steve knows what all the problems are, how bad they are and how many there are.  I would have bought 
more of Steve’s tracts and would not have gone to the trouble of making my own if he hadn’t promoted a 
fake bible in them. 
 
I decided some time ago that I would no longer support any ministry that relied for any of its funds on the 
sale of fake bibles. 
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Ah, the "King James Easy Reader Bible." This is said to be of "Textus Receptus" origin. It's actually called the King James Easy Read 
Format (KJVER).  
 
In case you haven't noticed, the reason for about every new translation is because the King James Version (KJV) is allegedly too hard to 
read and God didn't get it exactly right in that Bible (or in any bible). The KJVER perpetuates that myth. It is the rare minister who believes 
there is present on this earth at this time any Bible in any language that one can purchase and hold in one's hand that is infallible which 
means without any error at all. Nevertheless, one of their favorite phrases is, "the Bible says." 
 
The KJVER I have, rather than having marginal readings or footnotes, has words in small print adjacent to various verses suggesting how 
God could have said things differently. For instance, in Isaiah 14:12, which is the only verse in the whole Bible that names Lucifer, the 
suggestion is that it should say the "king of Babylon and/or Satan." No, it's Satan and not or the "king of Babylon." For Hebrews 4:8 the 
adjacent note says "PS. 95:7 Joshua (NT name is Jesus.)." No, Joshua has NOTHING to do with it. The Greek word translated "Jesus" in 
Hebrews 4:8 is translated "Jesus" EVERYWHERE else in the KJV but the fake bibles have substituted Joshua in an attempt to obscure the 
fact that it was Jesus that led the children of Israel, was Jehovah and the Creator.  
 
The claim is also frequently made that the translators needed to make a more accurate "Bible." Greek has different words for singular you 
and pleural you. That is why you will find "ye" for pleural you and "thou" for singular you in the KJV. The translators of the KJVER, believing 
that English speaking people have become too dumb to understand the highly problematic thees and thous, have just made everything 
"you." Good job (sarcasm intended). This is despite the fact we have such restaurants such as "Ye Olde Sandwich Shoppe." I guess if you 
want to order a sandwich, "Ye," "Olde," and "Shoppe" aren't too hard to understand; they just become too hard to understand when they're in 
the real Protestant Bible.  
 
If I were a native born American English speaking paid professional minister who had attended a seminary and supposedly could understand 
Greek and Hebrew, I would be embarrassed to say I needed an "Easy Reader" English bible to understand what God said. 
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